NONLINEAR MODELLING OF AIR POLLUTION TIME SERIES
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An analysis of predictability of a nonlinear and nonstationary ozone time series is provided. For rigour, the DVS
analysis is first undertaken to detect and measure inherent
nonlinearity of the data. Based upon this, neural and linear adaptive predictors are compared on this time series for
various filter orders, hence indicating the embedding dimension. Simulation results confirm the analysis and show that
for this class of air pollution data, neural, especially recurrent neural predictors, perform best.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Air pollutants such as surface ozone (O  ) (shown in Figure
1) are the subject of an ongoing analysis. A rigorous analysis of such data requires consideration of a number of meteorological variables (e.g. wind speed) and non-meteorological
variables (e.g. traffic density). To obtain an insight into the
underlying structure, however, it is worthwhile to look initially at each pollutant time series individually with the standard linear methods, and to do nonlinearity analysis only if
it appears that a linear model is inadequate. The first stage
in modelling a complex process suspected of being nonlinear is detection of the nonlinearity, otherwise it cannot
be known that a linear model would not suffice. Once the
nonlinearity is demonstrated, the next stage is to chose the
“best” nonlinear model, which is chosen from a finite class
of nonlinear models.
Here, the method of Deterministic Versus Stochastic
(DVS) plots is used to investigate the nonlinearity of an
ozone pollutant time series, and then based upon this linear and neural adaptive models are compared on this ozone
series.

Fig. 1. O  time series plot. Time is measured in hours.
2. LINEAR ANALYSIS OF TIME SERIES
An initial analysis of stationary linear time series often involves fitting an ARMA( ) model [1]:
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ity requirement of an ARMA model it is sometimes useful
to deseasonalise a time series. For the '( time series there
is evidence of two seasonal components with periods one
day and one year respectively.
The obvious extension of the ARMA model to a nonlinear model (the NARMA model) is
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3. THE METHOD OF DVS PLOTS
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The general DVS algorithm presented in [2] fits the model
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i.e. the NAR part of equation (2) when :3A, . The variable
= is the embedding dimension, : is the lag time. Following
the arguments in [2], for which * is a linear function, we
have chosen :BC, since hourly measurements represent
coarse sampling for pollution time series.
The structure of the DVS algorithm is as follows: the
time series is firstly divided up into a training set and a test
set. For a given = , from the training set construct the delay
vectorsD
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Fig. 2. DVS plot for the O  time series with lag delay :`A, .
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For each delay vector calculate its Euclidean distance from
all the other delay vectors, then choose the M nearest neighbours to fit the best linear model from equation (3). This
fitted model is used for prediction purposes on the test set,
and the prediction error calculated. Finally, the number of
nearest neighbours M is varied over representative values up
to the number of delay vectors in the training set. The DVS
plot gives the prediction error for the test set versus M . The
value of M which gives the optimal prediction error indicates
the nonlinearity of the time series. If the optimal M is at or
close to the total number of delay vectors in the training set,
then globally linear models perform best and there is no indication of nonlinearity. In this case the model is equivalent
to an AR model of order = when :NO, . Small or intermediate optimal M suggests local linear models perform
best, indicating nonlinearity and/or chaotic behaviour. For
rigour, a high-order AR model was fitted to the '  series
and used to simulate a linear series with similar properties
[3]. This was done for both the raw and the deseasonalised
series, giving four DVS plots in total. For each plot, the
final PRQIQ elements of the series were used to construct the
test set. In Figure 2 the DVS plot for =SUTVG XW;XY;XZ; , Q\[
is shown. For each value of = , the optimal M is less than
the maximum, but the difference in the prediction error is
minimal. Figure 3 displays the equivalent DVS plot for a
surrogate dataset simulated from an ](^ W_P  model fit to
the series. The behaviour for the surrogate data is similar
to the original data, but clearly has the optimal M at M max
suggesting at least a certain degree of nonlinearity.
The deseasonalised DVS plots, (omitted due to space
constraints), corroborate with the seasonal DVS plots, although a higher embedding dimension is indicated. We now
investigate the quality of prediction of this time series employing neural algorithms.
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Fig. 3. DVS plot for the simulated O  time series with lag
delay :`a, .

4. NEURAL ADAPTIVE FILTERS IN THE AIR
POLLUTION TIME SERIES PREDICTION
The DVS plots indicate a certain degree of nonlinearity of
the air pollution time series. Thus, in order to obtain good
prediction of the future value of the time series at hand,
based on the past measurements, an efficient algorithm should
be employed, i.e. an algorithm that is inherently nonlinear
and/or adaptive. Gradient-descent (GD) based neural adaptive filters, due to their simplicity and nonlinearity are an
adequate choice for the prediction of time series that represents atmospheric pollution data. Furthermore, the structure
of neural adaptive filters could be chosen to reflect the nature of the underlying process, i.e. it could be feedforward
or recurrent.

The operation of a single-neuron neural adaptive filter
can be described as
b
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where M denotes a discrete time instant, M  is the output
of the filter, el M  is the neuron activation function, gm M @
E n  M  0/o/p/o n9qr M LK h is the weight vector, st h denotes the
vector transpose and cdst represents a nonlinear activation
function of a neuron. Definition of the vector k@ M  depends
on the structure of a neural adaptive filter. In the case of the
feedforward filter kj M  contains only samples of the input
signal  M  , and is defined as k@ M u>E M v,. 0/o/p/o  M 
w LK h
w
, where denotes the order of the filter. Such a neural adaptive filter is of the finite impulse response (FIR)
type. On the other hand, in the case of the
filb recurrent
 , as well as
ter, it contains samples of the
input
signal
M
b
b
samples of the delayed output of the filter M  , i.e. input
vectors defined as k@ M xFE M ,. 1/0/1/2 M    ,  M 
,. 0/o/p/o  M   yK h , where unity stands for bias term. This recurrent filter is known as a nonlinear ARMA  X  recurrent
perceptron, where  and denote respectively the order of
autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) part of the
filter.
The adaptation of a GD based neural adaptive filter can
be described by the following set of equations
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where | M  is some training (desired) signal, z{ M  is the instantaneous error at the output neuron, i4s  is the filter cost
function, and  denotes the learning rate parameter. The
most common choice for the cost function `st is
,
i%z_ M 4x z8I M  /
(7)
G
Obviously, computation of the gradient of the cost function,
denoted by `z{ M X , depends on the structure of a neural adaptive filter. For the feedforward type of a filter, this
gradient is given by
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The algorithm described by equations (4) - (8) is usually
referred to as the nonlinear gradient-descent (NGD) algorithm. The gradient of the cost function for a nonlinear
ARMA   recurrent perceptron is defined as

`z{ M Xz_ M  M 

(9)

where H M }..f8oo  1/0/1/2 .1lVxoo  represents the gradient at the output of the neuron. The procedure of gradient computation according to equation (9) is more complex
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in the case of a feedforward neural adaptive filter, due
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b following relationship
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It is important to note that the class of algorithms described by the equations (4) - (7), with fixed learning rate  ,
might suffer from slow convergence and local minima. A
constant learning rate parameter  can be considered as one
of the factors contributing to these problems [4, 5]. Equation (7) gives an instantaneous estimate of the ensemble average  z  M X , thus introducing a gradient noise in the operation of an algorithm [6]. This gradient noise will help an
algorithm to escape from local minima, but unfortunately
will also reduce convergence rate. Further, a recent result
[7] indicates an inherent relationship between the learning
rate parameter  and slope of the nonlinear activation function of an output neuron ¡ , which also has a negative impact
on the convergence properties of the algorithm with fixed  .
A successful design of an algorithm for adaptation of
GD based, single-neuron neural adaptive filter is given in
[8]. The normalised nonlinear gradient-descent (NNGD)
algorithm exhibits optimal behaviour in the sense that it
minimises the instantaneous prediction error, thus providing
adaptive learning rate  . In the case of the linear activation
function of an output neuron, the NNGD algorithm reduces
to the normalised least mean squares (NLMS) algorithm.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To acquire the true nature of the ozone time series we performed several experiments. Air pollution data represent
hourly measurements of the concentration of ozone ( '  ), in
the period 1994 - 1997. These data were provided to us,
courtesy of the Leeds meteo station.
In the performed experiments the logistic function was
chosen as the nonlinear activation function of an output neuron. The quantitative performance measure was the standard prediction gain, a logarithmic ratio between the exB, Q£¢o¤I¥ 1¦§ ¨I © § ¦ ª  . The
pected signal and error variances ^

slope of the nonlinear activation function
of the neuron ¡
was set to be ¡  W , since this value makes c close to
the linear function in the vicinity of the origin. Due to the
saturation type of the logistic nonlinearity, input data were
prescaled to match the range of an output neuron activation
function.
In the first experiment we compared the performance
of the NLMS, NGD, and NNGD algorithms in the prediction of the '  time series. The learning rate parameter 
in the NGD algorithm, was set to be m Q;/ « , and the constant ¬ in the NNGD algorithm, was set to be ¬  Q;/ G .

w

The order of the feedforward filter
varied in the range
w C, G
 0/0/1/fX«IQ . A summary of the performed experiment is given in Figure 4. In the second experiment we
8.5

8

NNGD

from the detection of nonlinearity and embedding dimension through to the best NARMA  X  recurrent predictor.
Simulation results confirm that this class of time series exhibits inherent nonlinearity and that a recurrent NARMA X
perceptron is the best model among the single-neuron models to describe this time series.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the NLMS, NGD, and NNGD algorithms in the prediction of the '  time series
investigated the performance of the ARMA recurrent perceptron in the prediction of the '  time series. The order of
the MA part , and the AR part  of the nonlinear ARMA
recurrent perceptron varies in the range  A,  G 0/1/0/2 , Q .
A summary of results of the experiment is shown in Figure
5.
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